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I. MflfflOGflCJI 
the iawstlgatloBs of tb« aiobtti»-thorlu» and th« nlobluift* 
Ta»ditua biaai^y alloy gffstea® wep© ttadtertak»n priiaarily to «stablii^ 
their phas® <liagraw. 
Since botfe alloy 8:^ te* eoatain refraetory jaetals, the deteraal-
aation of the phase diagraas m® ©xpeetei to prnssent coaeiderabl# 
sx|>®Pi»iitA iifflculties. f© ®tiggest» Mi approach for th© experi-
aentail ctetsrainatioa of tlw phas# diagram® and to later allow a comh 
parison of the- proiioted and th® oxperinentally deteriained phase dia­
grams, a starvey of -ttie factors iiiTolved in allcyiag Wcts uMertaken. 
'Bm paraiaoters usually eiaployoi in sudi preliminary surveys are 
1:^ 0 atoMic radimB, th© electronegativity of the metsd^  and the solu­
bility par&iaeter. fhe values of these paraaetors for the elements 
iaTolired are listed, in fable 1. fw® sets of values are listed for 
both th® eleetronegativity and tiie atomic radius. PwHag's (1) 
Viti-ues of ttie Mtallie radii are based upon the coordination number 
of twelve since aaast faetale have closest .packed structures, fhe 
values tabulated m atoadc radii are one-half the distame of closest 
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approach of the atoms aiKi were calculated from the dimensions of the 
p«rticijlar tinlt cell involved, (toe set of Tslnes of the electronegs-
tivitiea was ealcwilatsd using Paaling's (2) electronegativity equation 
q (23.06) (Xa - Xof (i) 
where Q is the heat of forastion for the reaction and x represents the 
electronegativity of the species involved. The other set of values was 
t^ sn from a tabttletion aade bgr Orainl (3) using Sordy's (it) equaticai 
X = 0.3l(n-l) 0.50 (2) 
Tshere n is the valine®, th© single boM covalent radius or, if this 
Is not available, the aetallic rsdlus, and X is the electronegativity 
of the metal. 
Tstble 1# Parameters Useful for the Prediction of Alloy Systems 
Element Radius Slec tronegetivi ty lEldebrsnd's 
Metaliic ' 'itomic Pauling s ' uordy»s solubility 
parameter 
V 1.338 1.32 1.8 1.891 119 
ib 1.U56 l.k3 1.9 1.779 127 
Th 1.795 1.82 1.3 I.36I4 125 
The percentile difference 'between the electronegativities of two 
el@j»Bts is given by the equaticai 
X = 100(3C1 « X2) (3) 
Xg.vg, 
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•where X is the percentile difference of electronegativities, xj and 
X2 8r@ the electron®gatlvities of th® eleaents, and Xgyg. is the 
arithiMtie aem of xj; and X2. Th© percentile difference between the 
atomic radii of two eleatats is given by the eqaation 
R ' 100(ri « r2) 
*'avg, 
liier® r;| and rg ®re the radii of th© elements and R is the percentile 
differenc® of the atoaic radii. The values of R end X for the niobium-
thorium and the niobiu«-vm®diuB alloy systems are listed in Table 2. 
fable 2. Difference of Atojaic Radii and Slectronegativitiea 
Alloy %ste« 1 X 
Metallic Atoaic Pauling's "" Gordy's 
Ib-Th 20.85 2I4 37.5 26,h 
Nb-f 8.it 8 5.U 6.1 
It has been shoTO Hua®-Eothery (5) that if the difference in 
atomic radii of two Mtals is less than 15 per cent and if the electro­
negativities are siailar i.e., the percentile difference is small, that 
complete solid solution laay occur. Also, it ha® been shown (6) that if 
a complete solid solution is fon»d and the difference in atomic radii 
is more than 8 per cent it is probable that a minimum is forraed in the 
solidus curve. 
It is apparent, on the basis of the data tabulated in Table 2, 
h 
that complete solid solution may occur in the nlobium-venaiiuin alloy 
system, aad it is just as appsrent that complete solid solution sho\ild 
not occtir in the niobiuia-thoriust ©lloy system. Since tiie difference 
in ©lectronegatiTities between niobium and thoriuia is quite lerge, the 
foraatiasi of interaeciiEt® phtses might be expected. However, the exami-
aation of a large nuaber of alloy systems tabulated by Qra.ini (3) indi~ 
ca'tes that this systea is & bosrderline case as far as the formation of 
iatgraediate phases is concerned, 'ftere remains then the possibility 
thst the niobiuB-thoriuia elloy system slight show liquid isimiscibility, 
HiMebrarKl (7) has developed a method of relating properties of laetals 
awi liquid iaalscibility. For liquid ismiscibility to occur the fol­
lowing equation should holdi 
(?) 
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? is the atomic voluae i.e., the atomic weight divided by the density, 
f is the absolute teiEperature, end S is the gas constant expressed in 
calories per sole degree, cT has been defined tgr Hildebrand as 
Tstoere is th® enei^ y of vaporization and ^  is the solar volume of 
the liquid. If the vapor is assua^. to act as a perfect gas, equation 
(6) ms be witten 
S = (7) 
where ia the heat of vaporisation of the liquid. If the value of 
$ 
is not readily eveileble it aay be sK'roxiaeted using the reletion-
ship developed by Scott (8) 
r 17T^  + 0.009T^ , (8) 
Hildebrand (7) has shown both theoretically end experimentally that for 
laetels Sdoes not ^ary eppreciably with temperature so that it is a 
good approximation to use the value of cT calculated at the boiling 
point ©t a^y temperature. Since neither the boiling point nor the heat 
of TTftporization is accurately known for thoriua, the value of <S for 
thorium that had Iseen estiaeted by Csrlson (9) was used. This value 
was estimated fcy a coapsriaon of the melting points of metels and their 
S values, end in at least one case, the thorium-ursnium system, a 
calculation based on the estimated value for thorium correctly pre­
dicted liquid ifflisiscibllity. 
Using the Svalues listed in Table 1, e cslculation of the possi­
bility of the occurence of liquid iamiscibility in the niobiuia-thorium 
systeas at ICXJO^* was aade# For liquid iiamiscibility to occur "Uie fol­
lowing equation should hoMi 
%on substituting numerical values we find 
+ 19.83^ (127 - 12$)^ < (2)(2)(1000) 0-0) 
61.6 < liOOO. (11) 
Since the value of the right hand side of equation (11) is much larger 
than "ttie left hand side of the equation, liquid imaiscibility should 
6 
not occur. 
The following predictions cm now be a®de for the two alloy sys­
tems of interestJ 
1, The niobim-thorium alloy srjst®® should be a eutectic type 
$yst®ffi with little or no terfflinri. solid solubility and there is a pos­
sibility that interisseciiate phases msy he formed. 
2. Tte niobiua-vanadim alloy system should form ® complete 
series of solid solutions and th® solidus curve of this system may pass 
through a ainiinaa. 
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II, THE NIOBiyM-THORIUM ALLOY SYSTEM 
A. Historical 
The ®l©:Hient nioblua, foraisrly called columbium, was discov­
ered in 1801 by H®.tchett (10). Miobiua metal was first prepared in 
186I| by Blomstrsnd (11) who reduced the chloride with hydrogen. The 
prinelpal mineral (12) of nlobiiiai is tantslite which is en impure 
solM solution of tantslua and niobium pentoxidea. The separation 
of niobiuffl and tantalum is ® difficult snd expensive operation due to 
their similar eheaical properties. This, in conjunction with the 
scarcity of tantslite, sccounts for the present high price, 85 to l.?0 
dollars per pouiod, of niobium. 
Miobiuiii is a bright shiny metal that is very saelleable and duc­
tile. liobiuffl hss aa atomic weight of 92.12, «n atomic ntmber of Ul, 
and & density of 8.57 iT®®® per cubic centiiaeter (13). It la a body-
centered cubic aetsl ®nd has s lattice constant of 3*308 Angstroms 
(111), siting points ranging fro® 1950 (15) to 2500°C, (16) have been 
reported. The best v®lu# of the melting point is probably 2Ul5°C, (lU). 
"Rie el«.Bent thorium was discovered by Berzelius (17) in 1828. 
The principal mineral of thorium is aonassite (18). Thorium is a soft 
silver-whit© metal that tarnishes slowly upon exposure to air. It 
has sw atojiic weight of 232.12, an atomic nuaber of 90, and a density 
of about 11»? graas per cubic centimeter varying slightly depending 
upon the Method of preparatlcm «md fabrication (19). Malting points 
ranging from lli50 to l8ii2°C. have been reported for thorium. The 
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best Yaltie of the melting point Is probebly ©bout 169?°G. (20), At 
rooM teiiapersture the stebl© fora of thorium is fece-centered cubic 
with a lattice constant of 5«087 liigstroas (19). Smsll aiditions of 
carbon hwe be®n shown to rsise the lattice constant of thorium sharply 
(21). An allotroplc fora of thorim® has recently been identified by 
Chiotti (22) using a high t©®f)®r®ture X-ray diffrsction .laethod. The 
high tenpereture fora exists IbOO^ G. and is body-centered cubic 
having a lattice constant of li.ll Angstroms, 
A thorough search of both classified end uncls-ssified literature 
felled to reveal that any systeaistlc study of the niobium-thorium allc^-
aystea h®d been meAe, Several inveatigators have studied the febri-
cation and mechanical properties of niobiuBs-thorium alleys conteining 
less than 2 per cent nibbiua. Ooldhoff (23) reported that these alloys 
couM be forged or rolled at 700®C. and that they could be cold rolled, 
le also found thet the sddition of O.ii per cent niobium to thorium 
ineressed the tensile strength of thorium slightly. Frye (2U) reported 
tihat the addition of less thsn li per cent niobium to thorium decreased 
ttie hardness of the 8llc^. Rogers (2,5) reported thet the ultimate 
tensile strength of ®. 2 per cent niobiuia alloy was $5,000 psi. atid that 
the ssffle alloy hM a Brinell hardness number of 95. Foote (26) reported 
a eutectic at 1315®G. in the thorium rich region of the alloy system. 
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B. Apparatus and Scperliaent®! Methods 
1, Preparatitm of alioja 
Moat of the alloys studied during the course of this investt-
gfttion were prepared from niobitua powder obtained from th© Fansteel 
letalMrgical Corporetion and from thorium sponge prepared for experi-
meotal ptirposes at this laboratory. A few elloys were made using 
triamings fro® niobium sheet that wss also obtained from Fansteel. 
The major impurity in both thorium ®i«i niobiam was carbon. Powdered 
nioMuffl contained about I76O ppa, e®rbon, sheet niobium contained less 
500 ppm. carbon, and the thorium contained less than 460 ppm. 
carbon. Mnor ©mounts of ceXcitaj, chromus, iron, magnesium, silicon, 
titaiittja, vsnadiuB, »nd zirconlxm were detected in the niobium by 
spectrographic .snslysis. The thorium contained less than 100 ppm, 
of iron, calcium, sine, or ©liminua. io oxygen analyses were obtained 
on either metal, 
fhoritia spmge was prepared for wlting hy breaking it into small 
lumps epproxiaately one-half inch in diameter, the niobium powder was 
pressed into flat disks weighing one to ten grams, ihough metal was 
prepttred in tMs asnner to meke all the alloys needed for this investi­
gation, By randomly 8«l©cting th® wstals needed for alloy preparation 
from these small pieces, th© verietion of impurity content between 
saufjles W8.S minifnized. 
The alloys were prepared by melting the required mounts of 
niobium and thorium together in an arc welting furnace designed for 
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ssiaH scale experia^ ntel meltii^ , Bie arc melter was conventional 
in design having a removable copper laalting crucible that served as 
the positive electrode end ® water cooled tungsten rod for the negB-
tive electrode, arc aeltiag chsaber was evactieted to a pressure 
of less than ^  X lO'^  aillimeters of aercury and filled -with highly 
purified heliu». This process wm repeated three times. A piece of 
zireoniuai, perhaps 20 or 30 gi*®as, wes then melted in the g«s filled 
chsater to remove say remaining ii^ urities in the helium. Each alloy 
was iwlted four tiaes before removing it from the arc melting chamber. 
Between each a®1ting the alloy was turned over with the tungsten 
electrode to insure good mixing. Alloys prepared from niobium sheet 
were .oelted in the s$m manner. 
Several of the alloys isere reduced 50 to 75 per cent by cold 
rollixig and then annealed in vacuo at lOOO^ C. for kB hours. No change 
in the ad-crostructure of these alloys wns observed, so that normally 
on,ly non-hoaiogeneous appearing alloys were given this hoaogenization 
treatment, 
2. .Metallogrephic procedure 
Alices containing less than 90 per cent niobium were prepared for 
Bdcroseopic exaadnation rough grinding a flat surface on the sample 
followed grinding on silicon carbide grinding papers of succes­
sively decreasii^  grit sizes. The final grinding operation was carried 
out on fri-l-ite 600 A grinding paper. Since the surface of the speci-
aen saeared badly during the grindir^  operations it was often helpful 
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to electrolytically polish the speciaen between grinding operations to 
rsmove the worked aietal* 
The polishing operation thst gave the best results wes a combi-
aation of mechanical and electrolytic polishing. Alloys were sltemstely 
polished on a microclotti covered -arheel using s sosp suspension of 600 
grit silicon carbide powder as m abrasive and electrolytically polished 
la a 3 S aitric acid b«th containing 1 per cent potassium fluoride, 
fee current density was •varied between one and four amperes per square 
c©nti3»t«r, and the polishing tiiae was Tsried between fifteen and sixty 
second depending upon the reactivity of the sajj?)l^s. Samples contain­
ing 5 to 9 per cent niobium were the most reactive and required lower 
ciEpreiit densities and shorter polishing times. Alloy surfaces prepared 
in this manner were free of scratches and worked uffital, 
the polished specimens were electrolytically etched in the elec­
trolyte used for polishing, 'Rie current density was varied between 20 
and 300 .milliai^ eres per sqiiare centimeter, and the etching time was 
varied between five and sixty seconds depending upon the reactivity of 
the specimen in 14ie same .manner as in the polishing operation. Often 
a thin fila was fora»d on the sample during the etching process. If 
continued etching failed to remove the film, it often could be removed 
by gently rubbing the surface of the specimen -with Kleaiex saturated 
with alcohol. 
Alloys containing over 9^  per cent niobium generally needed no 
Mechanical or electrolytic polishing. After grinding through Tri-Hhit® 
6(K) A grit paper they were chemically polished and etched in one 
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operation hf iffiinersing the speciasn in aqtia regla containing ^ per 
cent %drofluoric ecid for a few seconds. It was noticed that alloys 
asde from th© sheet niobium, which h®d a low carbon content, were very 
diffiailt to chendeally polish, ioraally some mechanical polishing was 
necessary to prepare scratch free surfaces on these alleys. 
3* X-g&y apparatus and aiethcdg 
All of the I-rfi f^ diffraction pettems obtained during the course 
of this Investigation were tAen on a forth American Eailips water-
co0.1ed X-ray diffraction unit using copper K alpha radietion. A 
llU*7 milltaeter diaiaeter Debye-Scherrer type powder camera, a 120 
ailliaeter self-focusing back-reflection caiaera, and a high tempera;-
ture attachment mounted on & lorelco diffractometer were used to 
obtain the data reported in this paper. 
Powdered spec.iis@ns for us® in the Delye-Scherrer and back-reflec-
tion cameras were prepared by filing ttie appropriate alloys. After 
scretniag the finely divided saapl© on a 1?0 aesh screen any iron 
eontamiaetion introduced during the filing operation was removed 
passing a strong peraanant magnet over the ample. A zirconium strip 
and the filings nere placed in opposite ends of a 3 saillimeter dispv. 
eter quartz tube and the tube was sealed. By heating the end of the 
tube containing the zirconium strip at spwoximately 1000*'C, for 15 
iEinutes while cooling th® end of the tube containing the filings in 
« beaker of cold water, a good vacttua was produced in the tube due to 
th© "getter" action of the asirconiua. "Hie tube containing the X-ri^ 
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speciia®a was then araieeled at 6CK5 to 6S0°C, for 113 hours to remove 
residual stresses in the speolaBn. • 
A major aourc® of error in caaeras eniploying film has been shown 
to b® fi3j!i shrinkage (27). Since film does not alwiys shrink uni-
foraO^ , a correction should b® aadie for both linear and nonlinear film 
Fig. 1 Punch for Calibrating X-r«gr Film 
shrinkage, A devioe to punch fiducial marks on the X-ray film was 
constructed to allow a correction to b© made for nonlinear as well as 
linear ftla shrinkag®. This punch, illustrated in Figxire 1, punched 
small holes in ths film at 2 i 0,003 cenitia»ter intervals. By 
Ih 
m@mxt±ng the position of the holes after the filja had been processed 
it was possible to correct accurBtely for film shrinkage. The punch 
vms calibrated at regulsr intervals by laeasuring the position of the 
holes punched in en ttnprocessed fila» Th® punch was constructed 
eatirely of ateinless steel, polished to a airror finish, except for 
the strip of teflon (G) in the bes« (H) to protect the needle points, 
fhe plate (E), which has a row of small holes (C) drilled in it so 
that the needles may pass through the plate, has two purposes. It is 
held from the top (A.) by springs so that the phonograph needles 
used to mafee the holes ar® not protruding except when actually punch­
ing the holes. It also serves to push the film off the needles after 
the holes heve been punched, Siasll set screws, which can be adjusted 
from the holes (B), hold the needles in place, and also provide an 
easy w»y to change needles if necessary. 1516 film was pushed firmly 
against the shoulder (D) of the base end th® end plate (F). The top 
of the punch was lowered until it made contact with the film, and then 
the top was given a hard push downward to punch the holes, 
liiree curves have been plotted in Figure 2 illustrating the 
types of film shrinkage that were experimentally observed. Curve (a) 
is essentially a straight line end indicates that the shrinkage was 
nearly linear. This p&rticulsr film shrank over 0,3 centimeter during 
processing. Shrinkage of the filas wes recorded all the way froia 
0.02to 0.5 centimeters. Curve (b) Illustrates a rather unusual 
ease in that most of the shrinkage occurred in one-half of the film. 
Th® curve (c) illustrates a case of rather pronounced nonlinear film 
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sbrlnkeg®. Ilie factors infltiencing film shrinkage are not too well 
understood, tout seirersl conclusions can be reached. The films that 
ttMerwent very little film shrinksg© were Hieaarared the same day that 
they were developed, "while most of those that shrank a greet deal isere 
Stored for seireral days before b®lag measuredj so that, it appears that 
drying time plays en important part in deteraining the extent of film 
shrinkage. It was ®lso noticed in several, but not all ceses, that 
nonlinear shrinkage occurred near the larg® holes in the X-ray film. 
High teiaperature X-ray studies were carried out using a special 
ettaetesent designed by Chiotti (22) of this laboratory on a Norelco 
diffractometer. Briefly, the ettschaent consisted of a vacuum chamber 
containing a tantalum sheet resistance furnace and a. thorium or carbon 
speeiaea holder, fhe vacuus chaaiber was |H*ovided with an aluaiinum 
foil wlrdow to allow passage of the X-ray beam. X-ray patterns could 
be obtained at teaperatures as high as 16£X)°C, and at pressures from 
2 X 10*"^ to 5 X 10"^ ailliiaeters of a^rcury using this equipment. 
SpeciMns to be used for high temperature X-rnqr studies were pre­
pared by milling slabs aeesuring l/h X 1/16 X 3/k inches from arc 
lilted alloys and polishing the samples in accordance isith standard 
aetallographic procedures. Itie polished specimen was mounted in the 
furaac© and heated to a specific temperature where a portion of tlw 
front reflection region was scanned. The tempersture was then raised 
2$ to the smm portion of the front reflection region 
rescanned* this process was repeated until the teTaper8tiu«e of the 
trsffiaforaation Taras located. After th© trsnsforaation temperature had 
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been determined, the fi*ont and back-reflection regions were normally 
scmmA at a temperatm*© jttst above and at a teraperatixre just below 
the transformation teapereture. Unfortunately, very few peaks were 
strong enough to be aeaswed in the back-reflection region. 
ii« Methods of solldus determination 
Three independent me-Qiods were used to determine the shape of the 
solidtts curve. These Methods involved cooling curves, n®lting-bar 
techniques and high teaperature resistance messureaients. 
(«) Cooling curves. Under favorable conditions cooling curves 
have been on© of the moat useful tools employed by metelliu'gists for 
the stTidy of ohase diagrams. Although the study reported in this 
investigation was sn extremely unfavorable case, an attempt wgs msde 
to obtain as much ttiensal data as was practical. Since thorium, due 
to its low hest of fusion, does not exhibit & niessurable thermal arrest 
®t its meltiiig point, a very sensitive MetlK>d of thermal analysis wes 
necessary. Another conjplicating factor was the lack of a reliable 
tiieraocouple that would withstand temperatures above lUOO^C. Platinuia-
platinu»-13 per cent rhodium thermocouples becaiBie brittle when heated 
in a vacuum in the presence of carbon, so niobium-tungsten thermo­
couples were used. Hobiua-tur^sten therraocouples have several dis­
advantages but have the advantage of a very high teinpersture range, 
fungsten wire Incomes brittle upon heating and cennot be handled) con­
sequently, a new thermocouple imist be made each time the specimen is 
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changed. Moreover, the calilretion of -toe thermocouple varies making 
it necessary to calibrate the thermocouple diaring eech run. This was 
don© checking the teaperetur© at regular intervals with a cali-
breted opticel pyrometer -whil® the cooling curve was being recorded. 
Differential cooling curves employing a neutral body were selected 
fig the most promising typ® of cooling citrve for this investigetion. A 
niobittia neutrtl body wes pieced adjacent to the elloy specimen and 
both were heated or cooled at such a rate that the teaipersture dif» 
fereace between them was easeatiaUy constant. Ihen the specimen 
underwent a transformation, a sharp discontinuity was caused in the 
temperature difference curve# The difference in tesBpereture betiseen 
the speciaen and the niobium neutral body was recorded on the I2 scale, 
-1.5 to +1.5 laillivolt range, of a l>eda and Morthrup Speedjmax X-X 
recorder while tlie temperature of the specimen was recorded on th® 
scale, 0 to 20 raillivolts, of the seme instrument. A small poten-
tioaeter, having an output of 0 to 7 -aillivolts, wes connected in 
series with the differential thermocouple to allow th® mlllivoltsge 
difference Isetween the specimen sad the neutral body to be adjusted 
to zero ®t the start of the cooling period. This isas necessary to pre­
vent til© curve from rtanning off scale during the experiments. Thermal 
effects of isttch less thM 1®C. were essily detected using this method 
and equlpisent. 
The samples were heated in a molybdenum, tantaluaa, or niobium 
wire woarKi resistance furnace or induction heeting. The resistance 
furn®ce core presented a problsm since th® more common refractories 
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caanot b© used at temperatures tip to l600^ C. Cores made of beryllitm 
OElde,, which wna grooved for th® resistsnce wir«, proved to be the 
iiost satisfactory. Bie grooves coald be really cut In the surface 
of the berylll® ^  wetting the berylli® "with water before grinding. 
Furnaces constrticted using niobiua isdre seemed to lest longer, than 
those made of tfaataluia or aolybdenua. figure 3 is ® drawing of the 
fuaraftc® used to obtain wich of the cooling curve data. Essentially the 
spperatus consisted of the tharmocouple® (D), a resistance wire wind­
ing (1) on a beryllia cor© (G), a 60 *sh porous graphite Insulating 
sleeve (B), a toeiyllia or thoria crucible (P) containing the sped-
Men, and a beryllie tube (6) suppcrting the neutral body and the 
®peclTOn crucible asseably. This entire unit w»s supported on a stain-
Its® steel trip©d (S) within a watereooled copper vacuum chamber (A). 
Ihi theraoeouplet were brought out of the top or bottom of the vacuum 
chamber through sasll glass-to-aetal seals, the electrical leads *ere 
brought into the sgrsteai thro^h a rubber gasket seal (I). Tempera­
tures as high as 1600^0. were obtained in this furnace. 
A similar setup was «»ploy«d when induction heating was used. The 
essential differences were tJiat the furnace core wes replaced hy a 
graphite heater, and the copper vacuum chmber was replaced by a quarts 
tub®. In both cases the v«5Utt« system ccKisisted of a cold trap filled 
with lifuid nitrogen, a large diffusion puap, and a mechanical pump 
of sufficient capacity to hmdle the loed. Vacuums of the order of 
5 X 10"^ to 1 I 10"^ milliffl®ters of a^rcury were maintained during 
these experiments. 
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Fig, 3 Cooling Curve Furnace 
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A few cooling curves were obtained using a platinum-pletinma, 
13 per cent rhodium thermocouple. The tube fumece described in con-
jtiaction with the determination of the liquidus (section II-B-?) was 
ttsed to hest the samples. 
(b) Melting bar method. Melting points were obtained on a num­
ber of alloys using the method described by Pirani and Mterthuai (28). 
ls$enti®lly th® method consisted of heating a bar of raetsl by passing 
a. high electrical current through it iftiile observing the inslting tem­
perature with ®n optical pyroiaeter focused on a smell hole that had 
been drilled in th© bsr. The z^ ltiag bars uaed in this investigstion 
were sections cut from arc i»lted alloy buttons and s^ asured approxi-
astely l/k I lA X 2 inches. A hole, 0.31 inches in diameter and over 
0.1$ inches deep, was drilled normal to the long axis of the bar. The 
bar was notched by grindii^  to insure that the melting would first 
occur in the region of the hole. Temperature readings were taken with 
a Leeds aiid Morthrup disappearing type optical pyrometer by sighting 
through & pyrex window in the aelting charaber. A tessperBttire cor­
rection wss a«ie for absorption by the sightglass using the relation­
ship 
= O.OOOOOW (12) 
developed by Poote (29) where is the apparent tejuperature and T 
is the true temperature in degrees Centigrade. 
Hie temperature at which liquid first appeared was taken as an 
indicstion of th© solidus teiaperature. Occasionally a film of oxide 
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or aitrlde *ss formed erotind th® hole preventing the hole from filling 
•with aset®!. In these esses, slnee the hoi® still acted aa s, blecK body, 
th© sarapl© wss hes,ted antil It Mlted ia two, thus giving an indication 
oi the lisj^uldus temper attire. Evan when the hole did not fill Tsith 
a®t«l there wss often an alunipt change, usually* a darkening of the 
bottom of the hole, that if^ icated melting h«d started. 
Fig, ii. Imnvm Chaaber of Islting Bar .Furnace 
The apparatus illustrsted in Figure k *8S used for these experi-
laents. fh® furaac© consisted of a large wster-Jacketed vacuum chamber 
coitainiag two heevy wfttarcooled copper electrodes. The apeciaen was 
©Ittjsped b#twe«i a pair of copper bars (Figure 5) thet were clemped 
to the electrodes, A hinged watercooled door was provided to allow 
easy access to the »lting chaaber. To seal the vacuum chamber a 
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rubber gasket was placed between the door end the machined edge of 
the vscuum chsmber, and the door was closed, 
A vacum ranging from 5 X 10~^  to 6 X 10"^  iirilliffleters of nrercury 
was maintained at all times during the siting temperature determi­
nations. Tfee vacuom system was constructed of 6 inch diameter iron 
Hg, 5 Melting Bar Clsaps in Place 
pipe and imluded a cold trap filled -Bith liquid nitrogen. A large 
diffusion pump backed by e Kinney mechenicel pump provided ample 
capacity to ellow rapid heating to th® meltir^  tempereture range 
without losing the vacuum. 
Power for this high current furnace was supplied by a 10 KVA. 
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watercooled step down trensforaer obtain^  from the Banner Menu-
fecturirm Gompsny, Ihe secondsry of this -brsnsforraer wes tapped at 
8, 10, asEid 12 volts and the desired voltage range could be selected 
idth a heevy dutj switch. The fine adjustment of the power to the 
fmm®ce was made by adjusting a two ganged, S3 ampere, 220 volt 
variec to the desired setting. 
(c) Beaistance aeajBtireii^ nts. Resistivity meesurements were made 
on several alloys In the high thorium region of the alloy system using 
the aethod and ©qutpmnt described by C'hiotti (30). Essentially the 
@qttip.ffl®nt consisted of s furnace mch like •fee one shown in Figure U. 
Two additional small electrodes were necessary to allow meesurement of 
the potential drop across the center section of the speciaen. Data 
were recorded directly in ohas on a specially adapted Brown Elektronic 
recorder. 
Alloys were prepwed for resistance meesxireaients by swaging arc 
»lted bars into rods approsdaetely 1/k inch in diameter and U inches 
long, fh® bars cracked slightly duririg the swaging process, but in 
most cases it wes possible to select a section of the required length 
containing very few cracks. The center section of the b®r was turned 
down a few thousandths of an inch to insiire that it would be the hot­
test section of tti® bar. Small holes were drilled for the tungsten 
probes, and a hole was drilled to provide black body conditions for 
optical i^ osteter temperature aeasureiaents. 
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5. Iiiqnidus deterainatloas 
the thoritim rich side of the liquidtis curve was deterained 
iieesuring the solubility of niobium in thorium at high temperatures, 
Cyliwlers of thorium, 1 inch in. dieiaeter and 1 inch high, were pre­
pared by arc imelting, and a hole 2l/6k of an inch in diameter and 
II/6I4 of an inch deep was drilltd into the crucible using a lathe. 
It is importent to use a lathe rather thm a drill press, as the 
sajaple for chemical analysis mst be taken from the seme hole by drill­
ing md must not inclade any of the thorium crucible. Bars of a 7»7 
per cent niobiuis-thorium allc^y, prepared by arc melting, were swaged 
into rods and drivea into the thorium, crucibles. The thorium 
crucible was then pl«.ced in © btryllia crucible and the assembly put 
in a tantalum tube furnace. 
fh© tsntslttSB tube fumsc®, illustrated in. Figure 6, wa.s con­
nected to the electrodes of the racuum chamber used for the laelting 
bar experiments with a 0et of heavy copper adaptors. -One of the 
Maptora ia shown lying in front of the furnace in the photograph. 
After the apparatus was aas©.fflbled a beryllia lid isith a I/32 of an 
inch diameter hole drilled liirough it wes placed over the sample 
crucible to provide black body conditions for temperature measurements. 
•Rie sasfile was heated as rapidly as possible, while mainta.ining 
a vacuum of less than 5 I lO"'^  lailliaeters of mercury, to the desired 
t€®perature and held at temperature for thirty njinutes. Since no 
insulation was used in the furnace, the sample cooled quite rapidly 
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ushen the power to the furnace w®s shut off at the end of the heating 
period. Samples were obtained tor chemical analy'aes by drilling two 
or three concentric holes into the region thet hM been liquid. 
Fig. 6 High Temperature Tube Furnace 
6, Cheiaical analj-als 
The chemical enalyses of the niobium-thorium elloys were per­
formed by the malytioal section. The separation of niobium from 
thorium, was based upon the Insolubility of niobium in concentrated 
nitric scid containing sodium fluosilicate. Since niobium was 
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insoluble in this solution, the residue remaining after the thorium 
hsd dissolTed was collected on ® filter paper, ignited to niobium 
pentoxide, end weighed, Thoriua was determined by precipitating 
thorium cncalate froa ttie filtrate «t a pH of on© by adding oxalic 
acid, filtering, igniting the thorim oxalate to thorium dioxide, 
md weighing, 
C« Presentation sad Interpretation of the Data 
On the basis of deta obtsined by microscopic ©xsrninetions, thermal 
analyses, reaistaace Mssureaents, snd X-rjEgr diffraction studies, the 
phase diagram shoiim ia Figure T hsa been proposed for the niobiiiai--
thoriuffl allc^  system, 
1. Classifiestlon of the alloy systea 
Since ttie niobiu®-thorium alloy system *«s expected to be a 
eutectic system, with the possibility that intermediate phases might 
be formed, the first experiaiental studies were designed to either con­
firm or to disprove this prediction, 
(a) X«-r«y evidence. X-rays provide the most positive and one of 
the simplest ways to deteraine the phases in an slloyi Idierefore, X-ray 
diffrsotion patterns were taken of thorium, niobium, and ® 52,2 per 
cent ttiobitt® alloy. The phases present in each of these specimens as 
detertained by I-ray methods sre listed in Table 3« 
Since the predofflinaat phases in this $2.2 per cent niobium alloy 
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correspojid to niobium and thorium, it appears likely thet no stable 
interraediste phases are present In the niobium-thorium alloy system. 
Therefore, the alloy system should belong to the immiscible liquid, 
to the eu tec tic, or to the eutectic with terminal solid solxxbility 
classifieetion. 
Table 3. Phase Identification Trom X-ray Data 
3pecio®n Phase I»attice constant A°, Intensity 
Are wlt©d thoritm 
inioritm 5.089 Strong 
Hioriua dioxide leak 
h few unidentified lines Very weak 
Arc nelted niobium powder 
Miobiim 3.301 Strong 
Miobittm carbide or nitride Very weak 
A few ttrddentifled lines Very very weak 
Arc aelted 52.2$ niobitim alloy 
lioblum 3»301 Strong 
Thorim 5.087 Strong 
Thorium dioxide Very weak 
1 unidentified line® Very very weak 
®fhe iinidentified line fomd in the X-ray diffraction pattern of 
th® 52*2 per cent niobiu® alloy corresponds to one of the unidentified 
lines found in the pattern of the thorium. 
(b) Metallographic evidenoe. Since, on the basis of the pre­
dictions discussed in the introduction, it was believed ttiat a eutectic 
was formed in the niobiurah-thorium alloy ^ stem, the 52.2 per cent 
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aiobitm all^  wm alcroscopicslly examined. The arc melted alloy 
(Hgttr® 8) contains deMrites of niobium aM a fine 0\itectic struc­
ture. Mt©r imdergoing, an aanesling treatnfflnt at 1285°0, for 2 hours, 
tli® sam® ®lloy {Figure 9) vm unchanged In appearance except for a 
slight coarsening of the emteetic structure. 
Pig, 8 $2,2% Siobiua. (As are 
j*lted« Ihite areas are niobium, 
dark areas are eu tec tie. Hec-
tro3ytic etch.a X2S0). 
Fig* 9 $2.2^ Miobiua. (Annealed 
2 hours at 1385°G, lutectic 
slightly coarsened. Electrolytic 
etch. X250). 
MLcroacopic exaiainatioa of several niobiuia-thorlum alleys, that 
had been mlted in the melting bar furnace, furnished ftirther evidence 
that aiobiuiB and thorium do not for® intermediate phases of ar^ r type. 
Sine© the ends of the aelting bar were in contact with a watercooled 
electrode claap while the center of the bar *a8 laolten, a large tejn-
peratur® gradient existed tetween the center and the ends of the bar. 
*111 electrolytically etp.hed niobium-thoritua alloys were etched 
in a elecia»olyte of $ normal nitric «3id containing 1 per cent potaa-
siuw fluoride. 
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Wion the bar aslted in half, it cooled very rapidly end was essen­
tially quenched. Bierefor©, th© laicrostruoture along the bar should 
b© r@pr@s®atative of elloys quenched from varying temperatures up to 
the aeltlag point of the bar. 
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 are photoaicrogrephs of a 3,9 per cent 
nioMum aslting bar that been saelted in half. Ihe area of the 
melting bar that was not heated in this treetiaent i.©., that wes in 
contact with th© clai^, contains a very fine eutectic structure 
(flfure 10) that wss not resolvable at 250 diaoetera megnificetion and 
crystals of primary thorium (th© white aress). Figure 11 shows the 
are® of th© bar a short distmce fro® the clsap. The eutectic has 
started to spheroidize slightly. lear the ares of the bar that had 
fe@®n aolten th® spheroidizatlon of the eutectic (Figure 12) was essen­
tially complete. Th® area of the bar that had besn partially molten 
contains a very fine eutectic structure (Figure 13) that is typical 
of niobiufflf-thorium alloys utolch have been spheroidiaed ®id then 
«p©nched from above th® liquid teaperature. The structure of this 
MBlting bar was typical of all aiobiua-thorium alloys that hai under­
gone & aifflilar treatment. 
A nuabsr of niobiu»"thorium alloys were annealed for varying 
periods of ti» (2 to 300 hours) at lOgO, 1100, 1285, and 1350°C. and 
either furnace cooled or quenched. The mlcrostructures of these alloys 
were very similar to the microstruetares of th® melting-bars that had 
been wlted, A 5.8 per cent niobium alloy that h»i been annealed 300 
hours at 1100®C. md Z hours at 1285^0. was heated to 1390®G., held 
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Fig, 10 Miobium, {Cold 
end of aelting biec# Tlioria® 
(white Gjystala |>ltts fint 
©atectlc# Klectrolytie etch, 
12$0). 
Fig. 12 3.9^  liobiiM. (Seer 
molten aad of aeltiiig b©r. 
Sph«roidi«ed eu'teetic plas thor-
1«®, Hectrolytic ®tcls. 1250). 
Pig. 11 3*9% Miobitua (Near cold 
©ad of neltittg bior. Partially 
afto©roidis5e<i eu tec tic plus thor-
lua. Hectrolytic etch. X2$0). 
Fig. 13 3.9^ liobim (Partially 
fflolten ®ree of Melting bar. Thor-
it» plus fine eu tec tic fffid some 
spheroidiaed niobium. Electro­
lytic etch, 1250). 
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ther® a few mimites, SEKI quenched. The structure of this alloy (Figure 
Hi,) shows prirasry thorLam (ttte whit® areas) and spheroidized eutectic. 
Pigup® 1$ shore ft 6.3 'per cent aiobim all<^ that hai been subjected 
to the UOO and 1285®^, ennealiag treBtaients. Again, the picture 
shows thoriuo, and spheroidized eutectic. A per cent niobium 
alloy (Figure I6) th®t hid beta ©nnealed at 1100®C, for 300 hours 
has a structiire that is essentially spheroidized eutectic containing 
8. few niobium dendrites (th@ long white needles). The 2$.5 per cent 
niobiw alloy, also annealed at HOO®G., contains niobium derslrites 
and partially apheroidized eutectic. 
fh® contention thst a rather complete story of the behavior of 
tht alloys at various temperatures could be read from the adcrostruc-
tures of th® nelting-bsra is upheld ly s coaperison of the aicro-
structijres of the maesled end quenched alloys (Figures Jh, 15, 16, 
and 17) $bA the aicrostructures of the melting-bars (Figures 10, 11, 
12,, tod 13).. 
Since the evidence obt«in«d from I-rey diffraction patterns and 
Hjetellographic ex®ffiin«tion of the alloys was compatible cmly 'tsith a 
eutectic type system, it has been concluded that niobium end thorium 
for® a eutectic. Furthermore, since the lettice constants of niobium 
and thorium ffip© essentially unehmged in the 52.2 per cent niobium 
alloy, only very limited tewainal solid solubility is possible. 
Once the alloy i^ stem hM been classified, there remained the 
probleas ©f locating the eutectic, determining the eutectic temperaf 
tur®, determining the shape of the liqtiidus curve, checkir^ the extent 
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Fig. .Hi 5*8^ Miobium. (Sph®-» 
roldlsed;^ heatei to 1350®C,, and 
ftttaohed. S^eriodis^ «»tee-
tic plus ttiorim* Electrolytic 
etch. X250). 
Pig. 16 9»i4f Siobiwm. (Annealed 
at 11CX)®C., foraac® cooled. 
itoMaa dendrites (•wM.tt needles) 
fltts sphtroldiaed eutectie, llee-
trolytlc eteh, Xt50). 
Fig, 15 6,y% NioMtim. (Sphe-
rotdiaed at 1285®G, and furnace 
eooled. Thoritim plus sphe--
roidiztd eutectlc. Electro­
lytic etch. X2!50). 
Fig. 17 2$.$% Miobiuffi (Annealed 
at 1285^0., furnace cooled. 
HioMua plus eutectic. Electro­
lytic etch. X250). 
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of solid solttbilily, md examining the effect of niobium on the 
traatformation of thorium, 'fees© probleas ere taken up in order in 
the remainder of this section. 
2. Satectie coiapiosition 
Ih® eutectic co'Hposition, about 8 per cent niobiuja, was deter­
mined priiifirily by the aicroscopic escaalnfition of niobiusa-thoriuia 
®lloys mer & wide rung® of composition. Figure 18 is r photomicro-
graph of the thoriaa used in this iavestigstion. ffee blsck areas have 
be®a iii®ntifi©d ts thoritm dioxide on th® basis of previous work and 
X-raj data. Figures 19, 20, and 21 are photomicrographs of allays on 
the thorium rich sMe of th© ©utectic, As the niobium content of the 
allies increases, the aaount of thorium present as priiaaly crystals 
deeresses until at ?.? per cent niobium (Figure 22) ttie aiicrostruc-
tare is almost completely eutectic. This alloy appears to be just oa 
the thoriuitt side of the euteotio, the 8 per cent niobium alloy (Figure 
23) shows essentially lOG per cent eutectic structure! therefore, 
8 per cent niobium is believed to be very near the eutectic compo­
sition. 
fhe 9 per cent niobium alloy (Figure 2h) is just on the niobixim 
Side of the eutectic. Two amll dendrites of niobium surrouiKied by 
sph®roidia®d eutectic are visible in the photomicrograph. The 12.6 
per cent niobiuia alloy (Figure 25) cmtains several dendrites of 
niobium in a aatoix of partially apheroidized eutectic. Figures 26, 
27, 28, and 29 are photoaierographs of alloys of progressively 
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Fig. 18 Thorlaa. (As lore 
i»lted. Black areas are tbor-
itm dioxide# laetched, X250), 
Fig, 19 1.1*^ Hiobium, (Aa are 
ffltlted. Bitectic in grain bound­
aries. Electrolytic etch. X250). 
Fig. 20 3,9^  ilobitia. (Rapidly 
eoQled from liquid st®t@, Bior-
iim (nfcit®) pint eutectic. 
n®ctrolytic ttch, I2S0). 
fig. 21 5.8^ Niobium. (As arc 
M@it®d. Ihorium plus eutectic. 
Mectrolytic etch. X250), 
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fig. 22 7.7^  Ilobitta. (M are 
Wilted, learly all sttteetie. 
llectrolytia etch, X^ OO). 
Fig. 2k Ii©Mm.. (Aimealed 
in wltiag h@r £m?nm@, lioMia ' 
(isfeite aeeiles) pltt® jsphe-
poidized tatectie. llectrolytie 
etch* 1250). 
Pig. 23 8.of (Annealed 8 hours 
at 1100%. Essentially all 
eatectic. Electrolytic etch. 
X.9D0). 
Fig. 25 12.6^ liobium. (Annealed 
in nelting bar furnace. Niobitaa 
dendrites plus partially sphe-
roidiaed eatectic. Electrolytic 
etch. X250), 
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Fig, 26 2S,$% Miobitta. {hn •apce 
Mlted* Iiobi«a demirites plus 
ettt©cti0, Hectrolytic eteh. 
tim). 
Plg» 28 121 Miobium. (As arc 
melted* ilobiaa dtndrites and 
©uteetie. aectrolytic ©teh. 
XlOO). 
Pig. 27 $9*8% Niobium. (As are 
fflelted, Miobium d®r»irites plus 
©utectic, Hsctrolytic etch. 
XlOO). 
" r-w' VV* 
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Pig. 29 9$^ Miobium. (As are 
a®lt©d, Miobium crystals plus 
«ttt@ctic in grain bouMaries. 
Aqua regia plus HF etch, 
X250). 
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incresslag laiobitta content. All of the alloys contain nioblma den­
drites plus ®atectic« The eutectic structur© Is masked by the impuri­
ties in l^e 99 per cent niobiuia »lloy (Figxir® 30). Since the eutec-
tic is about 8 per cent niobium, the ratio of eutectic to niobiua 
Fig. 30 99% ilobitt®. (As are 
»lt«i. Etttectic on tti® gridn 
boundaries is masked by iatimrl-
tiea# Aqw regia pltis HF 
etch. X250). 
Hg. 31 Siobinm. (As arc fflelted. 
Qridn bomndai^ material and needles 
are impurities. Aqua regia plus 
$% HF etch. X250). 
dendrites in tdie 93 per cent niobiua illoy should be about one to 
ninety asatasdng no solid solubility. Therefore, in view of the large 
aaount of impuritiea in liie niobia® a»t®l (Figure 31) it is impossible 
to definitely identify eutectlc structure in the 99 per cent niobium 
alley. 
As will be shoTO later, further evidence -Uiet the eutectic com­
position is about 8 per cent niobium was obtained by extrapolating 
the eaEperiaeatally determined liquidus curve to the eutectic horizontal. 
ko 
3, &itee tie temper ettire 
Hire© independtni fflethods mm ei^ loyBd to determine the eutec tic 
teiHperatare. On the basis of tti© data obtained froja thermal analyses, 
wlting temperature determinstions, md resistance laeaaurements, the 
eutectic teBi|seratur« has been placed at 1U35°C, lliese dat® ere 
plotted in Figure 32. 
(«) Cooling curve ^thod8« The use of cooling curves presented 
MSnsr ©3qp@riffi»nt®l difficulties which were discussed in the niobium-
thorium experimental section and, as a result, there is sme 
doubt as to the validity of name of the cooling curve date. The cool­
ing curves were obtained wilii a niobium-tungsten thermocouple using 
tile -wire wound realstsnc® furnace or the induction furnace to heet the 
speciBwns which were in a beryllia crucible. The cooling curves had a 
very jagged appearance. This Jagged appesriarice made it very difficult 
to distxi^uish the thersal arresti from the reaialnder of the curve. 
The jagged appeermce of the curves was thought to be due to the pick 
up of an alternating voltage which was superimposed on the mlllivoltage 
of the thersiocottple. AH attempts at shielding or filtering out this 
alternating comp«@nt of voltage met with failxire. The breaks in the 
cooling curves were detected with a niobima-tungsten thermocouple, but 
the temperature values were read at the time on an optical pyroaeter. 
A very saall themal arrest occurrii^  in the vicinity of 13$0°C. 
was observed in aost of the first series of cooling curves. Since th® 
eutectic teaperatxire reported in the literature was 131,5®C. (26), the 
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tliewaitl errest at was at first thought to be due to tJie eutec-
tic. lowrever, a close ©xaadnstioa of alloy® upon which cooling curves 
h«l been run failed to reveel any algn of melting even when the alleys 
hed been heeted as waeh es 1CX)®C* above the reported eutectic tempera­
ture, A £m cooling curves *ere obtained having s. thermal arrest 
renging between HiltO ®nd 15^35^0, which was attributed to the eutectic. 
Ihe inherent errors in the Mthod prevented m accurate determination 
of the eutectic temperature. Bie significance of the 1350°G. thermal 
srreat is discussed in eonjunction with the effects of niobium on the 
transforrafition of ttooriaa (section II-C-»6). 
Soa® det® were obtained with a platinum-platinum, 13 p«r cent 
rhodium thermocouple using the tantalum tube furnace to heet the speci-
i!»as# Since there was some evidence that a reaction had occurred 
between th® beiylli®. crucibles end the alloys in th® above described 
«periM®nts, the alloys used la these experiwnts were melted in thoria 
crucibles. Bie results were very satisfactory, w$even seperste cool-
iag curves were obt.®ined on a 7.3 P®** cent niobiuia alley and in all 
seven curves the thermal arrest thought to be due to the eutectic came 
at li^3U 8®0* on both heating ewi cooling, flfa the basis of these 
tests it appears that a value of about ll435®C. tor the eutectic 
tewperature represents the best thersaocouple data. 
m Mslti&g bar M'thoda. Ifelting temperature® were measured on 
niobiua astal, oa lAorittit wtal, and m niobiua-thorium alloys in the 
eutectic region using the aeltlng bar method. As a idiole the data 
©btaitted this method wer® qmite consistent. Melting teiaperatures 
tak«n of alloys near th® eutectic veried between ll43lt and lit6$®G, The 
mer&g® ralm wm the average value of ell of the melting bar 
dat® was lli56®C» Sine© all of the alloys except the eutectic melt 
over a range, the irelues obtained fey the melting b®r method have a 
tendency to be high. Table it contains a suumsry of the melting 
tamper star®.® determined for the niobiuw-thorinffl slloy system. Kie 
actual Tsltte of the ©utectic teaperature is thought to be slightly less 
than Il4li8\', on 'ttie ba«is of a consideration of th® aelting bar data, 
(c) assistance t^ thods, lilting temperatures of aeveral alloys 
on IJie thorium rich side of th© ©utectic were deterndned hy measuring 
the electrical resiati-slty of the alloys ®s a function of teiaperature. 
Table $ contains a suaaary of th® breslcs in the resistivity versus 
twaperature curves. In all but one case the resistivity curve (a 
typical curve is shown in Figure 33) passed through a maxiiaam at 11^30 
to ll435°C, resistance aessurewsnts ^ ere laade on swaged rods of 
niobiiutt-thoriua alloy®, and s*«ll cracks urere noted in all of ttie rods 
except th© 5.15 per cent niobium alloy. It is thought that the maxi-
flKua in the resistenc© curves is due to the healing of the creeks in 
the swaged rods. Ihis would effectively increase the cross sectional 
area of th® rods -ttiereby reducing the resistance. Since the alloys 
were heated quit® rapidly, it is possible that the healing of the 
cracks occurred as the first liquid was foriaed. 'Ihis would explain 
why the aaxiaBiM occurred at the sbto temperature in all cases since 
lllj. 
fabl© k» teltlng Teaiperatores B®termned by Melting-bar Method 
eofflpositlon First appesrance Bar Mlted 
li '' 'i "fh of Hqald, in two, °G. 
1 99 liiiil* 
1668 
mi 
3.6 95.93 1W*5 
11^5 
6.a 91*9 
— 1^ 05 
Htii? 
8,97 91.^ 4 aii65 
il476® 
Hi. 07 85*5 llt69 
liiTli 
26,39 7^.38 11^614 1880 
11*14 
0.00 100 1693 
1703 
1708 
100 0.00 2li21 
®fli« bar ,aelt®d while not being observed 
1^5 
th® first forjaatioa of liquid would occur et a constent temperature 
in a ©tttectic system, fhe sharp increase in resivstence following the 
hmmp in the curve nould then be due to the continued formation of 
liquid met«l which has a higher reaistmce than solid metal, 
Tsbl® 5. Sesistsne© Curve Discontinuities 
Alloy composition 
^ lb % fk 
fransforaatioa 
temperature, ®G. 
Teiaperature of 
the maxisiuffl in 
the curve, ®C. 
Bar sielted 
in two, ®G. 
IM 95.5 1335 Ili35 1690 
3.7 9S.22 1337 llt30 1535 
$.15 93*ik 1287 llil5® 
7.7 92,$k 1370 lli32 1515 
7.7 92.^  1385 U35 1490 
®l®sults low, probably due to film on sight glass. 
Qa. this basis the euteeti© temperature, as determined by elec­
trical resistivity messurements, is between 1U30 and lli3$®C, This is 
in good agreement with the velue (ll^ltS^C,) obtained using the aelting 
bar aethod »nd is in excellent agreeMnt with the tea^ ersture (lli3U^ C,) 
obtiined the cooling curve aethod employing a pl®tinuia-platinua, 13 
per cent rhisdiua tiiermocouple. 
SPECIFIC RESISTIVITY % 10'° OHM-CENTIMETERS 
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li. Mqaldtts ctirvg 
"Oie lltjaidtis curve on th® thorium side of the eutectic was deter-
mn@d priiBurily from date obtained high temperature solubility 
studies, th© composition, as determined by chemicel analysis, of the 
liquid phases that were in equilibrium with solid thorium at tejapera-
tures ranging from 1$00 to above l62$^G, ere given in Table 6 and 
shown graphically in Figure 32. 
Tabl® 6. Hquldus Compositions 
Temperstur®, toalytical c<M^o0ition 
Eiffi lilddle Gore 
% SF^ % th % lib % Th %m % Th 
1^5 6.78 87 6.9ii 90.95 7.01 91.18 
1530 5.32 95.18 5.1*6 90,7^ 5.147 92.1 
1555 It.ii? 9k*$9 U.23 93.55 
1565 14.71 93*k2 3.88 9lt.65 
1580 3.58 93*h2 3.37 93.95 
1625® 1.56 99.37 
^fhe entire ssapl© aelted during th® stu% at 162,1^C. end a film 
waa fo»®d on the sight glass* As a result both tJ:^ ter^rature and 
coapoaition ar® in error. 
To insure that the liquid was hoaogeneous, two or three separate 
sasaples for cheialcal analyses were removed by drilling concentric holes 
into the region of the speciaen that had been liquid. In these experi-
Ii8 
iBfinta m of ©saentially euttctlc composition was held at the 
specified temperature in the molten condition in s tiiorium crucible. 
data of t!» above descrilied ©xperiments were auppleaented 
obserrations »ai® during the .suiting bar sttidies end during the resis-
tiirity ae®anreaents, Ihen it was possible to measure the temperettxre 
of the speciMB hm, after th® eutectie h®d bem reached, the bars 
were heated tintil they fell ap®rt« These teaiperatures are plotted an 
Figure 32* ISiese points were expeeted to be low since, due to the 
rattier large differeiMi© between the eutectic tejaperature and the 
liquidtts temperatures, enough liquid would be present to cause the bar 
to fell apart before it wejs completely aolten, HoweTer, often an 
oxide film formed arouad the bar md held it together until it was 
essentially all liquid. Bata of this nature is normally useful only 
as an indication of the true paints on the liquidus curve unless the 
temperature difference betwen the solidus and llquidua happens to be 
small. Ifee plot (Figure 32) shows fairly good agreement between the 
three different experisnsntal aethers. The liquidus has been sketched 
as a straight line. 
Hi© deteradnation of the liquidus curve also fiirniahed further 
©Tidenee as to the eutectic coiaposition. Bie point of intersection of 
the liquidus curve sad th© eutectic horizontal is in good agreement 
with the laicroacopic evidence as to the location of the eutectic 
point. 
Ii9 
5. feratinal solid solnbllity 
The lattice constsnt of the nioblujs used in this iwestigstion 
W8S found to be 3»301 Angstroms end the lattice constant of the niobium 
phes® of ®. 52,2 per cent niobiaa elloy was also found to be 3.301 
Angstroms. Since there was no chgnge in the lattice constant, the 
solid aolubility of -yioritim in niobiura should b« insignificant. 
Since the lattice constsnt of thorium changed from 5.039 to 
5.087 togstroiBS upon the addition of .52,2 per cent niobium, there wes 
® possibility that there might be li^idted solid solubility of niobium 
in thorium. Ijxtectic structure could still be recogniised in a 1 per 
cent niobiuffl alloyj therefore, the solubility of niobium in thorium 
laust be less then 1 per cent. 
Back-reflection X-ri^ diffraction patterns were taken of a series 
of alloys conteiniag less than 1 per cent niobium. A correction was 
msd® for fila ahrinksg® using the method outlined in section II-B-3 
and the lattice constants were calculated using the method of extra­
polation suggested by ielson and Riley (31). Figure 3I4 shows a typical 
extrapolation curve constructed using the data (in this case for 
thoriuffi) calculated from en X-ray diffraction pattern. 
Figure 35 is a plot of the lattice constant of thoriuia against 
weight per cent niobium, 'From this curve it appears that the solubility 
of niobium in thorium Is less than 0.1 per cent. However, small changes 
in the impurity content of thorium might also be responsible for this 
small change. It has been shown ^21) that carbon increases the lattice 
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Pig. 35 Change in Lattice Constant of 
Thorium Upon the Addition of Niobium. 
constant of thoritm. On th® basis thet niobim ties up the car­
bon in thoriua, it has been ctlemlat^ thsb 0.2 per cent niobium 
would be necesssry to lower the lattice constsnt of this thorium by 
0.{X)2 Angstroms. Since th® addition of only 0.1 per cent niobium 
Iswered the lattice eonstsnt 0.002 tegstroms, this lowering cannot 
be completely explained by assuaing that It is due to the niobium 
tying up th® e®rbon th®t was in th« thorium, fherefcre, it seems 
reasonable to belieT® that there is verj limited, less than 0.1 per 
cent, solid solubiMtj of niobiua in thorium at room temperature. 
fhe solubility of niobium in (3 thorium is thoii^ ht to be amch 
less than 1 per cent at the eutectic temperature, aince a eutectic 
aelting point was observed on the 1 per cent niobiua alloy. Eutectic 
structure was also observed in the grain bouiriaries of the 1 per 
cent alloy. The lattice constsat of thoriua hes been reported as 
li,H6 Angstroms at iJiO^^C. The value of the lattice constant of the 
solid § ttioriua phase of a 1 per cent niobium alloy was found to be 
1|.,119 at lli$5®C. All of these values uisy be somvihBt in error since 
they are based upon only front reflection peeks. However, since no 
appreciable change occurred in the Isttice constant of thorium upon 
the addition of saall amounts of niobium, it has been caicluded that 
th© solubility of niobiua in ^tiioriuia is very limited. 
6. if feet of niobium on the<=<-' (3 transformation of thorium 
Chiotti (22) has recently identified m allotropic form of thorium 
that estists above liiOO - 25®C, fhe high temperature form is body-
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sentered cubic and has a lattice eoastscit of about li.ll^ Angstroms 
at liiOO^C* fhe ©ff®ets of iaptiritiss on the trsnsforastion is only 
partially Imownj however, carbon h»s been shown to raise the trens-
foraation teiaperature drssticelly. Sine® the actual temperature at 
wMch the transformstion occurs la high purity thorinwa is not accu­
rately knoTO, it is very diffieuit to establish with any degree of 
ctrteiatgr the affects of niobiua on the tranaforaation, 
H«sisti¥ity versus tej^eratur® curvea were obtained upon several 
thorit® rich alloys and in every cas© a break that was due to the 
transforaatioa of thorium was detected. The temperatures at which 
this break occurred were bMly scattered between 133? and 1386^0. 
(Tabl® .$)• 1*his rather large vsriatJ.on in the trsnsformstion tempera­
ture was not unexpected sine® th# break starts over a rether lerge 
temperetur® rmg® in thoriu*. However, the resistivity break observed 
in the niobiuffi-thorium alloys came at a soaeishat lower temperature 
than that observed for thorium. 
During th® cooliu® curve studies employing a niobiuift-tungsten 
theriBOCouple, a small theraal arrest was observed anyishere from 1275 
to liiOO^C* One® it hM been established that this break wss not due 
to the ©utectic, it vbs thought that it was due to the transformation 
in tharia»» Since there was such a serious scattering of temperatures 
at which the break occurred, several cooling curves were obtained usir^ 
a platinuia-platinua, 13 per cent rhodiua theriaocouple. in no case 
was a break that could b© attributed to the transformation observed. 
Consequently, it is thought that the thermal arrests obtained with 
aioblufflf*tungsten themocotjples are due to some other factor than the 
treiasfar.iH®tion of thorittM, It appears that the h®at of trsnaforiaa-
tion for th© ^ trensition of thorim is very small. This is not 
too surprising siact the hest of fusion of thorium is known to be 
veiy saall. 
fable 7» High fesperatur® lesults 
Alloy composition ^fransforiaatiQa temperatures 
«'• * » Heatii Coolly 
started Finished Started" ""finished 
0.1 ms 1355 1335 
1 1390 liil5 1385 1335 
1%$ 
1325 1390 131*5 1320 
1375 1370 
3 1 385 lii05 1370 1355 
5* 1325 1325 
fh II400 25 
fwnac® shorted out and destroyed the saiaple durii^ the 
experiiaent. 
High teaperetwe X-r®y deta were also obtained on several thoriius 
rich alloys, ftes© data are listed in Table 7. Again, there is a 
large aestteriag in the velues observed for ttie trsnsforaation tempera*-
ture. Such a scattering has also been obserwi for the trensformation 
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in thorium thet ocaataiBS no Riobiuas in fact, the trensforiastion tem­
perature hm be®a observed fro® ebotit 1325 to over 15S0°C. in thoriua 
Tsith varying minor isspwities. 
Eie evidenee obtidntd froa both the resistance data and the X-ray 
dete indicate that the sdditioa of niobium to thorim lowers the trans­
formation tempersture of thoriua slightly. Since there appears to be 
very limited solid solmbility, if ary, of niobiua in ^ thorium, this 
lowering m®y be due to the effect of niobium on th® impurities in 
thorium. However, sine® there is SOSK evidence that there aey be 
very limited solid solubility of niobiuia in ^  thoriua, this lowering 
might be due to th© formation of a. eutectoid in the very high thorium 
region of the phase disgram. Sever®!, alloys containing less then 1 per 
cent niobiua. were aicroscopically ex.®mn@d, hxt no evidence of eutectoid 
structure w®s found. Sine®, even relatively pure thorium contsins a 
considerable aaouat of & precipitation within the grains, it is diffi­
cult to draw a definite conclusion as to the possibility of a 
©tttectoid formation fi'oa aicroscopie evidence. 
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III. THE NIOBllIl-fAMABIUl ALMT STSTEM 
SioMim-vansdiua alloys were investigated with the intention of 
proposing a phase diagram for th® niobitiffl-vansdium alloy system. The 
•worlcRbility and corrosion resistance of th© elloys were also investi­
gated, 
k* Historical 
The element vansditm wes diacoTered in an iron ore from Smaland 
in 1831 ^  Sefstroa (32). The first fairly pure vsnsdium metal was 
prodttced in 1869 by Romm (33) who reduced vsnMixim dichloride with 
hydrogta* Bie prineipal gotirces of vanadium are hydrous calcium vana­
dates and vaaadium sulphide®, such as those lained at Mnasrega, Peru. 
The aadn vsnadiua ores found in this country are roscoelite and 
csrnotite (3U). 
fanadiua is a hard, corrosion resistant setal that is used exten­
sively in "tti© production of alloy steels. It has an atomic number of 
23» ®n atcMic weight of 50«95» a denail^y of 5.96 grsraa per cubic 
centimeter (13)# falues of the melting point that have been reported 
range fro* 1700 to 1900®C. Tte correct value is probably near 1860®C, 
(35). The only reported form of vanadiua is body-centered cubic with 
a lattice constant of 3*039 Angstroms. 
A brief description of niobium was presented in section II-A 
(listorical) in conjunction with the investigation of the niobiuia-
5? 
thojfitjm the most coiMonly accepted values of the physical 
properties of aiobiam are ®s follonrat 
A sesrch of botin clessified and mclessified literature revealed 
no reports of way investigations of the niobiu!&-vaneditua alloy system. 
Many iiwestigators hav® reported methods of preparing vanadium laetal. 
leltohnie 0M Sebolt (36) prepsred massive vanadium in a bomb fcy reduc­
ing vanadiua pentoxide with calcium using iodine as a temperature 
booster, liong (37) pr®p»ed m extensive survey of the literature cai 
vtoadiua production. 
fltoy of the aethods and smeh of the apparatus described in con­
nection with a similur section on the niobium-thorium alloy system 
(section 11-^) were fcmnd to be equally applicable to the atudy of the 
niobium-venadittia allc^ gysteia. Therefor®, only the methods, tech­
niques, and apparatus that differ from those described earlier are pre­
sented in this section. 
1. Rceparation of vflnadliat m&tal 
Mo source of ductile vanadium was coimercially available to the 
author at the start of this inveatigetionj consequently, it was nec­
essary to prepare all of the variadiua used for this study from high 
purity vanadiua pentci«id®. Ibe reduction of vanadium pentoxide to 
Belting point 
Density 
Structure 
2ltl5®C, 
8.57 grMS per cubic centimeter 
body-centered cubic, a® • 3«008 Angstroms 
B, Ai^aratus and Sxperimental Methods 
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T«n®dltm met®! ws,a aede in ® seeled iron reaction vessel commonly 
called a bomb. "Bie bomb wes conatructsd from e. 15 inch section of it 
inch diaweter pipe by weMing m iron plete over one end (the bottom) 
®nd ®. coapmion flmge on the top. A blind flange, made of one-half 
inch steel plate, served as a lid aai could be bolted in place. A 
spark plug was screwed into s threMed hole nesr the top of the bomb 
to serve as m insulated electrical terminal, end a coil of niobium 
wir® was connected between the boab wall end the center electrode of 
the spark plug ®fter introducing the charge. A liner of electrically 
fttsed doloaitic oxide was jolt pecked in the bomb to prevent the 
oecarrence of a reaction between the pipe wall and the charge. The 
boab wm sealed by inserting a soft copper gasket between the flange 
on the boab and th® lid, Hi® reaction wbs initiated by passing an 
electrical current through th® coil of niobium wire. The ciirrent was 
ineressed slowly by aeaas of a fsriac, at a safe distance, until the 
charge in the neighborhood of the coil was heated to ignition. 
Hie reactants, their soijetc®®, their purities, and the amounts used 
for t charge are Hated in Table 0. Hie dried reactants were weighed 
rapidly placed in m argon filled aasoa Jar, and then tumbled for a 
ainima of ten aAaates to insure thorough mixing. A stream of argon 
was pli^ ed over the reactsat^  while they were being transferred to the 
boBb# the purpose of using an inert atmosphere was twofold. The air 
was displaced, thereby reducing the amount of gaseous contamination 
during the reduction and, perhaps even more iaportant,' the reactants 
were kept dry. A nuAer of explosions have occurred at this laborai-
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tory -irtiile expertMBntally pmpmlng vaasiiuiB in boiabs in 'uriiich the 
reaction was initiated by extemal heatiag. Mo explosions have yet 
occurred while preparing vanedima tising the method just described in 
which «. hot wire is eiqjlqfed to iaitiEte the reaction. 
fable 8. laical Charge for ?®nisdlum Eeduction 
l®.actants Source Purity 
% 
leight used 
grams 
fanadium Corporation of Africa 99,92 U80 
% Ifellinckrodt 99 2140 
0® kmm Irfi-boratoiT" of the 
Atomic Snei^ Gowtissim 
99,9 900 
;Ma9Bive, but unevealy shaped biscuits of Tsnadium -were produced 
in the bombs, fh© slag remaining on the metal, after a biscuit was 
taken out of a bomb, was removed bF lesching first in water end finally 
in dilute hydrochlOTic acid, fields ranged fro® 70 to 80 per cent of 
the theoretical. 
After the metal had been olemed, it wes arc aelted into 75 to 100 
gram buttons, cold rolled into 10 Ml sheet, cut into one-half inch 
sqaarea, snd stored in a desiccator until ne®led for alloy prepareticn. 
¥eiy minor aaoimts of calciua, iron, Maganes®, silicon, zirconium, 
ehraiBrt.tt«, and possibly niobium were detected in the bomb reduced 
fwadiu® tualitetive spectrograpW-C analysis. 
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2. Preparttlon of elloya 
fee majority of the ellojs of the niobiuB-vanedium system were 
fjrepsredj as described earlier for ttie niobiua-thoritua alloys, by arc 
«®lting together pressed pills of Psnsteel niobium powder and the 
sa®ll pieces of sheet Ysnsdiua, Sever®! allqys were aede from trim-
ffllnga off nlobitm sheet md the sheet vanadium. After the alloys had 
been arc m®lt^ they were cut ia half on a silicon cerbide cut-off 
utieel. Ihe alloys were extreaely difficult to cut, and it often took 
ts long as 50 minutes to mske one cut throtigh »n elloy diec inch 
thick by if inch diameter, Bii.s was particularly true for alloys con­
taining over 30 per cent of the powdered niobium metal. 
3* Deterialnation of approxiia&te melting teatperatures 
The niobiua-vgnadiuffi alloys were extreiaely brittle end could not 
be ooM loricedj therefore, to hoaogenijse the alloys it was desirable 
to anneal th® aUcys at as high a teaperature as possible without melt­
ing. Ihis, of course aede it necessary to obtain the approximate 
»lting t«peratures of several of the alloys. 
¥@ry SMiall sections of the alloys were melted in an induction 
furnsce aixi the oelting observed with en optical pyrometer. Hie melt­
ing temperatures deterained for these alloys are listed in Table 9. 
fo allow the tejaperature aeasureiaentg to be jaMe under black body con­
ditions, "toe furnace shoim in Figure 36 was constructed. 
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'A. QUARTZ TUBE 
a POROUS GRAPHITE LID 
C POROUS GRAPHITE SLEEVE 
Q INDUCTION COIL 
E. HEATER UD 
F GRAPHITE HEATER 
 ^ SAMPLE 
H. SAMPLE REST 
L HOLLOW HEATER SUPPORT 
•J. TRIPOD 
K. REFLECTOR 
L. GASKET 
M. CHAMBER TO 
VMSUUM 
SYSTEM 
SCALE INCHES 
Fig. 36 Appr<«imate Melting Temperatore Furnace. 
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Two coaeentric porous gr@pM.te sleeves (G), which were held in 
place by porotis graphite caps (B) over their ends, were supported 
Ott a stainless steel tripod (*l) within ® quarta tube vacuum chmber 
(A), The mnmlus between the porous graphite sleeves was filled 
Table 9* Approximate lelting TeBperetures of Niobiua-Vmadiura Alloys 
Alloy coa^jositic® Islting temperatores® 
%• m OC. 
10 160$ 
to 1600 
liO 1602 
TO 1800 
®Svidenee presented in a later section (III-C-2) will show ttist 
^#si values we considerably low# 
with I®rblack insalaticsi. A graphite heater (F), irtiich h»i a one-
half inoh hole driJJLed through its botttm, was supported inside the 
sleeves by a. hollow, porous graphite rod (I). 'A slot was cut 
through the bottom of a small .graphite crucible (H) and the crucible 
was inverted and placed inside ttie heater. The sample (G) was then 
plaoed an the inverted crucible in such a aamer l^iat part of the 
sample protruded ower the slot. Since the bottoa of the furnace was 
several hundred degrees cooler than the saaple, the saarole could 
be seen clearly against the black background of the slot. Therefore, 
tgr using a lid with a sraaH hole drilled through it, temperatures 
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emld to® reid with m optical pyroaeter under black body conditions 
ifhil© still obs©rring th® sa^le. 
Approxiaiate aelting teaperatures mre deterained on 10, 20, UO, 
and ?0 per cent niobiti«-vm^t» ©Hoys, "Hie samples were heeted 
slowly by increasing the power output of the high frequency conver-
tor until the saaple wss Tisuslly observed to melt. These tempers-
tures were tekea as ®n indicstion of the solidus curre of the phase 
di.®gr®m|i and were considered to b® fairly accurate at the time the 
approximate Mlting teoperatures were taken# 
li, tenealini: jyegtwent 
After the eppjroxlaate aelting tei^retures of the alloys had been 
deternjined, one-half of each arc »lted specimen waa annealed for ii 
hours just below the awlting teispereture» This trestraent waa designed 
to homogenize the slloyaj however, several of the alloys picked up 
carbon during the ennssling treatment and a eutectic wea formed with 
the cwbide impurity. Siao© this sdditional carbcm content made the 
study of th© alloys very difficult, the remaining half of each alloy 
was not given this high teBperatur© anneal. A portion of the unan-
nealed half of each of the alloys waa later mnealed for 1^8 hours at 
107S^C. in a resistance wire furnace. 
When the furnace that was used in the approximate melting te®-
perstures and amealing experiaents was designed, an attempt was laade 
to ®ak@ it as versatile as possible. As shown in Figure 36 the heater 
®ad insulation has been built as a unit such that it easily be 
r«pl«c®d if desired, h rather noTel wetercooled •vacuum head (Pig-
ttre 3?) was tts«4 to seal the top end of the quartz tube of this equip-
a»Bt# An mxlXXstj sight glass (0) to prevent foggiag of the sight 
glass (C) hy »tf8l vapors w»s hinged to the top of the vacuum head, 
11i®a th@ systeai -mm uader rmmm^ the force of the external pres-
MWB eoapressed the copper bellows (E) and the rod extending through 
the beHoifS forced th® auxiliary sight glass against the top of ttie 
vacttuffl hesd m ihown in position (X), Iftiea a teaperature reeding was 
talc®B the rod extending through the bellows "was pulled, cmsing the 
j^ellows to extend and dropping tto® awxilleiy sight glass to position 
(1)* The aaxilltry sight glass could 'be kept in position (I) by 
plaeing one end of the lever (i) against the outside of the vacuum 
h©»i. Four small glass-to-aetal seals {<!) were soldered into the 
vacauiB heai so that electrical or therjiocouple cosmectiona could be 
a»d® in th® vacuum i^stem, A needle valve (I) was provided to allow 
th® fflfstea to be flushed with an inert gas when desired. The sight 
glass (C) was held between two "O" rings by a knurled cap (A) that 
was scrtwed on to a sh«»»t section of a pipe wMed to the top of the 
vacuum he&i, 
5, lfet®ll<^raphic exaiBinaM-on 
It was very difficult to obtain satisfactory metallographic sur­
faces on the niobiufflr-vaaadiua alloys. Ihil® the alloys were not 
exeeptian®lly hard, it we.s necessary to us® several sheets of diy 
grindiag paper of each grit siae to prepare a good surface on the 
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s|)ecia«B, lb ov@rcom this difficulty, the rough grinding 
was carried out on a belt griai«r using kerosene as a lubricant, 
sal the final grinding operstions were don® on silicon carbide paper 
using water as. fi lubricant, Thm use of the wet grinding methods pro-» 
duced fairly good siarfacea* fh® alloys were -wet polished on « 
billsrd cloth eoTCrsd wheel using as ©n abrasive a paste made of 
®o®p and Mnde "A", 
Due to tht high resistance to chemical attack of niobium-
•renediuB alloys a c^siderebl® anount of difficulty was encountered in 
tiding to etch the specimens* The only satisfactory etching solution 
foiMKi was a ^xtiir© of two parts nitric acid, one part sulfuric acid, 
on® part li8 per cent hsjrdrofluoric acid, and one part water. This 
etchsnt revealed macro as well as aicro structure. All the specimens 
were etched by iiwrsing them in th® etching solution for about thirty 
seconds, 
G. Fresiotatioa and Interpretation of the Data 
Qa the basis of eiridenc® obtained by laicroscopic examination, 
Mlting deterfflinetions, and measureMnts a phase diagram 
(Figure 38) has been proposed for the niobium-vanadium alloy system. 
liokiuiB foriss a complete series of solid solutions •rlth vanadium. 
1. Cla a^ifieation of the phase dia^am 
(a) Meatifieatiaa Of iapurities. figures 39 snd I4.0 are photo-
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alcrogr®phfii ©f arc »elt©d nlobiiam ponder sM niobium aheet respec­
tively. the arc otlted aiobim powder (Figure 39) contains a corn 
sidtrsble saotaat of m s®eond pbese that has been tentatively iden­
tified es asialy niobim® carbide plms, perhaps, soiae niobium nitride 
and oxide, ishile the arc melted niobium sheet (Figure ijO) is very 
neerly completely one phase. Several spurious lines were found on 
th® I-ray pattern of the powdered aiobium. One of these lines could 
b© accounted for ®a due to niobium carbide or nitride (their lattice 
eoBitants are almost Identieal) and the ottier line, i^ile not due to 
aioblM carbide, appeared in an X-ray diffraction pattern taken of 
niobtua c®rbid@. Since only one line was present for niobium carbide 
and this was in the ft*ont reflection region, no positive identifi­
cation cotild be a»i« of the Impurity phase on the basis of X-ray 
evidenee alone. 
A cheaical analysis of the niobium powier indicated that it con­
tained approxiaately 1760 ppa. of carbon* Two specimens, one con­
taining 0,2 per cent mjgm and the other 0,2 per cent carbon were 
prepared adding niobium pentoxide or niobiua- carbide to high purity 
sheet niobium md arc melting. Figure 111 is e photomicrograph of the 
oxide contsirfjiated niobim and Figure k2 is a photomicrograph of the 
carbide contaainated niobium. Since the second phase in the niobium 
powder somewhat resemble® the second phase in the carbide contaminated 
niobium but does not resemble the oxide contaminated niobium, it 
has been coneluded that ttie iiapurity in the niobium powder is mainly 
a niobiua csrbid® md possibly niobium nitride, ftie other point 
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Fig. 39 Powder. (As arc 
wlted. ^cond phase is i»pari-
ties. Aqaa regie plus HF 
0tch. X250). 
Fig. kl Miobittit mm% Plus 0,2^ 
Qstygsn. (As «rc melted. Aqua 
r®gi® plus S% W eteht X250). 
Pig. UO Niobium Sheet, (As arc 
ai0lted. Etching pits witiiin 
grains. Aqua regia plus 
HF ®tch, 1250). 
Fig. Ia2 Miobium SSheet Plus 0.2^ 
Carbon. (As arc aelted. Aqua 
regia plus HP etch. X250). 
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Might be iBsde in support of the evidence th«t the second phase in 
the mtBl ffisd® with niobium powier is not oxide, Hiobium oxide aaid 
niobium carbide have b@®n shows to react et elevated temperatures 
foriaiag niobiim m%&l$ therefore, since csrbon is present in the 
arc selted niobiiua powder it i® twilikely thet mch oxide can be 
present. 
Figures ii.3 ®nd hk are photoaierogrephs of the bomb reduced vana-
dim tbfit hss been arc aelted t*ice ®n<l in one esse (Figure l^li) has 
1»«n simealed, fhe speckled areas within the greins are an impurity 
phase that is present in all vaneditia that the author has seen* The 
larger spots in the grains of Fipire Wi are impurities that wre 
either picked up or agglojuerated while annealing the specimn. 
(b) Ifetallographic evidence. Figures it5 through 5.3 are ohoto-
Micrographs of niobiua-vanaditw allojrs spaced at 10 weight per cent 
intervals across the phase diagraa starting at the vanadium rich end. 
Hi® dark splotches liiat appear wi-feia the greins are etching pits a.nd 
are quit© coamon ia vmadium, niobiua, aid their alloys. Figure UO, 
pur© niobiuat, shows the etching pits veiy nicely, but in order to obtain 
sufficient contrast between tiie grains eM grain bouaiaries it was 
necessary to etch the alloys so drastically that not only were etching 
pitg foraei but they are uauai:^ badly over etched before the grain 
boundaries appeared. .All of these alloys contain only one phase 
except the 90 per cent niobium alloy (figure 53) which contains a 
smell amount of an imparity phase in the grain boundaries. This alloy 
n 
Fig, III (As arc aelted. Fig. kk Imadixm* (Anneeled I4.O 
2 ?aiPiI«Q ©tch. hcmrs at 1075®C. S'Sme etch, 
120),. • ^ ^ ^ X250). 
'ft,?* 
Fig, k$ 10^  SioMtwa, (Aa arc 
melted. l»d« with niobium pow­
der. Ssa© etch, 1250). 
Fig. U6 20f liobitm. (As arc 
iBeXted. Itede urith niobium powder, 
Saae etch, X250). 
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Hg, ii.7 30f liobltm. (ka sr© aelted, 
isd# Tsi-tb niobitm ponder. 
Hi03ii2.Sf^»iFt»20 eteh. X2S0). 
Fig. Ii8 UOf Miobima. (As arc 
®@lted. M8<1® with nlobtijm 
po^er. SIMS® etch. X250). 
• ' 
Fig. 1^9 50^ ItoM.u». (As arc 
iwltfd# lad® with niobium po-w^ 
d«r, 38»e etcfe. 12$0). 
Fig. 50 60% Miobium. (As are 
aelt«d. Made with niobium pow­
der. Same etch. X250). 
n 
was aid® with powdered nlobiiai aad laaealed it hours at 1600°C. end is 
typical of the appeermce of alloys asde with th® powdered niobiua 
and armeeled at high teaperetrares* 
Figures 514. tiirough 58 ar® photoatcrographs of several alloys made 
with either niobinia sheet or Riobimm powaler» These alloys have under­
gone several different annealing tre&taents. The alloys made with 
the niobiiM sheet (Figures Skt SS$ end 56) have a aaeh cleaner appear­
ance than the alloys made ?ith the niobium powder (Figures 57 and $8) 
that have undergone ttie sa* treataeat. The SEiall triangles in the 
gfeins of :flgure 57 are again etching pits while the long black 
needles are an impurity phase that is qidte ccsaaon in the high vana­
dium allies that were mad® using the niobium powier. It is interest­
ing to note that the impurities showi in both Figures 57 and 58 are 
lined up along crystallographic planes. Since all of the alloys 
exaained in this investigation contained only one Mtallic phase, 
photOi!aicrogr<[^hs have be«Ki presents for only a representative group, 
^e annealing treatments and the appearances of all of the alloys 
twestigated have been auMarimed in Table 10. 
(c) evideaee* Eroa the results of microscopic exami-
aatioa of th® alloys, it wbs quite certain that the niobium-van^ium 
alloy system was a eomple-te series of solid solutions. To confirm 
tWLs eM to Investigate th© possibility of superlattice formation a 
series of X-r^ diffraction patterns was taken of alloys separated 
by approxlaately 10 per cent increments across the phase diagram. 
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Fig, $1 ?0^ iiobiani. (As are , 
awlted.. Mirie with niobltm ahe®t. 
2ilslilnHM03tH2SC|.iHF8820 etch. 
X250), 
Fig. 52 80^ Niobium. (As arc 
aelted. lade witti niobium sheet. 
Smm etch. X250). 
Fig* 0 90% MioM.ua. (Am®el©d. 
k hows ®t MOO°C. Mad® with 
niobium powler. iHpuritles in 
p»ein boundaries. Sea#® ©toh. 
X2^). 
Fig. $k 80^ Niobium. {Annealed 
kO hours &t 107$°0, Itode with 
aiobiuffl sheet. Saoe etch. 
X250). 
n 
Pig, % (AaneaXtd 
I4O hoars «it 10?5®G. isd© witii 
alobiiim shm9%, ZiliiiliilllOjj 
HgSQl^ifflSgO «tch, X250). 
Fig, 10^ lioM-ia. (laneeltd 
k hours at ISOQ^Q, .lad® mlik 
niobitta ponder, leedles of 
iaparitits witMn grains. Se®e 
etch. X250). 
Pig. % yO$ Miobiuffl, (Annealed 
itO hours et 1075®C. Made with 
niobitm sheet. Ssiae etch, 
X250). 
Fig. 58 30^ Siobium, (Armealed 
i{0 hours at 107$®G, Made with 
niobitm powder. Impurity needles 
within grains. Same etch. X250). 
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Tabl® 10. Results of Microscopic lxaialn®tioja 
Coffl|>o.$ition Sottrce of 'Iireatiaent of the alloiy 
t Mb aioMum As arc '"Aanealed Annealed ArmeaGled 
PoSer li®et mlted ItO hrs., I4 hrs., h hrs*, 
1075®C. I500°c. 1600^0. 
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alloy Is on® phase arid clean in eppearanc®, much like Figure 
hh. 
^fhe alloy is one phsse but eontsias impurities within the grains, 
mioh. lik® Figure 
3fflie alloy ia on® phase but contains considersble smoiints of impuri­
ties both in the gr»iris eM in the grain boundaries, laich like Figure 
37. 
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Sine® it W8.8 i»possibl® to obtsia good resolution in the back-
reflection region on any of th# alloys, which hal be«n annealed II3 
houra at 600®C*, th© X-rsy picturea wer© taken on a Detgre-Scherrer 
typ© caaera# 
Dst® (fabl© 11) obtained fro» X-rey raessureraents furnished fur­
ther evidence supporting th® contention that niobium forms ® complete 
fabl® 11» liSttice Constants of Kiobium-fsaaedium Alloys 
lt» fib M. % »b Lattice constant, A®. 
OtOO 0.00 3.0288 
10 5.^ 3.01453* 
3.OI437 
20 12.08 3.06? 
30 19.03 3.0836 
ho 26.7T 3.1129 
3$M 3.138 
60 liS.13 3.177 
70 56.13 3.206 
80 68, 3.2i4l 
90 83.15 3.271 
103 100 3.3079 
series of solid soltttioas with Tmidium, The data ires corrected for 
film shrinkag# using ttoe method described in section II-B-3 of this 
report. Bie lattice constants w©r© determined by extrapolating a® 
®g®inst the function 
was arrived at ^xperiaentally Ijy Selson and Riley (3I) and later 
put on a theoretical basis by T^lor and Sinclair (38)* This extra-
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polatlon haa m adviatage over the other extrepolstions in general 
us© in that it ia linesr over th® range, & = 10 to 90®. This 
allOTS th® ttse of th# low ®agl@ front reflections as well ®s the high 
sngl® reflections in the cglculations of lattice constants end makes 
it feesiMe to obtain aceurete lattice eonatents using Debye-Scherrer 
typt cs»ras. 
iccordii^ to fegard's law th® lattice constant is a linear func­
tion of the atofflic par cent in a binary solid solution. Consequently, 
if coaplet® solid aoluMlity exists in the niobiua-vansdim alloy 
system, th® plot (H,gure 59) of the ©xperiffientally deteraiined lattice 
Gonstmts against til® sto,ffiie per cent niobium should Is® a straight 
line* %i8 curve deTiates slightly in the positive direction from the 
theoretical curve. Actually, this is not surprising as, in practice, 
very few solid soluM.<ms hat® been shown to exactly ob^ Vegerd's law 
(39)» Howe-rer, aims® the curve is smooth and has no discontinuities, 
it is etldent that no two phase region exists. If a two phase region 
did exiat, a rather large discontinuity wouM be expected since the 
difference in stomie diaaieters between niobium and Tsnadium ia sig­
nificant, 8.5 per cent on the basis of Pauling's values of the at/omic 
radii. 
If a ®u|)@rl«ttic® were foraad, the X-ray patterns would be 
exfected to ccaitain extra lines corresponding to the superlattice 
structure. Since no extra lines were observed, it is probable that 
no orderii^ occurs in this alloy system. 
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2. OeteralngtiQH of the solld'as 
Hh® solidtta curve for the aiobittm-'renadiuffi 8lloy system haa a 
lo%, nearly flat region extendir^^ from 10 to 50 |3er cent niobitm. 
The ulniaaM point is et about 30 per cent niobitua and the lainirmiiB 
temper8tur® is about 1805®C. 
(a) Deterainstion of approxiaate melting temperstures. Bfelting 
behaviors were observed on several of the alloys employing the laethod 
that was described in section of this report. It may be 
recalled th«l the affflple wes resting on m inverted gr®phite crucible 
lAiil® its aelting mm being observed, Ividently reactions occurred 
between the samples and the grsphite forming some eutectic. In an 
gtteapt to prevoat this reection, » piece of niobium sheet was placed 
between the swple end the grephite. However, the graphite reacted 
with the niobiuffl aheet itiich in turn reacted with the alloy and again 
a eutectic wes fomed betiseen the ®lloy ®nd the grephite# Figure 60 
ia 8 photoaderogreph of the 20 per cent niobium alloy efter it had 
been aelted in contect -with grephite and shows the eutectic that wes 
fonaed, 
to X-ray dlffraction psttern w®s taken of this 20 per cent niobium 
alloy and ®11 of the lines belonging to the original alloy were identi­
fied, In Edition a series of linea belonging to a second phase, pre-
sumebly the carbide, ws present in the pattern. 
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Cb) .Melting bar aethod. ®ie solidws curve (Figure 61) wss 
@st«bllsh«i for the aioblim-vm^ua 8llc^ system Ijy determining melt­
ing tempera tares of the allies aaing the melting bar method. Most of 
the aeltii^ temperatures, obteined by this method, were taken on alloys 
Pig. 60 20 « liobiua Melted in 
Contact Tri.th CJrsphlte, (&itectio 
strae ture. 2 il tl il i iHHQ-. tlgSC^ t 
HfiHgO ttoh. X250). ^ ^ 
prepiired from sheet niobium since alloys m«de uaii^ the niobium pow­
der could not be drilled If they c<xitained wore than 20 per cent 
niobiua. 
fanMiaa hes ® irspor pressure of e.|5proxiaatB]l;f 10 joicrona at ISOO'^C, 
accordisf to Brewer (UO), .As a result of this vapor pressure, vana?-
diua would distill from the alloys when they were held in the molten 
state for rnxg" length of tia®, rad deposit as a film m the sight glass, 
ioraslly this fiM was very thin airf had essentially no effect on the 
tes^erature readings, but ocessionaXly, especially if the heating was 
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ccatlawd after th® alloy had started to aelt, a heevy film was 
fonoad. Ibene'rer s flla was pr®seat m the sight glass after a melt-
iag teaperatare had been determined, a correction was made in the 
resding, Th® per cent trmsaission of the sight glass to light of 
0.65 aicrons, the wwe length of light for the optical pyrometer, 
was aeasttr^ on a spectrophotometer. Bie tesperature correction was 
then calcttlated for the absorption of light by tdie sight glaaa using 
the relationship 
1/T - 1/^a s A Ug Ax ht log e (111) 
where A is 0»65 Microns, cg Is a constant having a value of 1U,320 
to is transmission of the sight glass, T is 
the true absolute teffiperatur®, and is the observed absolute teat-
|5erature» 
Hie reproducibility of the solidus aelting points wss very good 
and often the variation in solidus temperature was less than $°0, on 
allqfs of the s®»e composition. Table 12 ccsitains a suamary of the 
solidus v^ues that were detemined by the Melting bar nelrfiod, 
3, Peterainati'on of the llquldus curve 
Several points on the liquidus curve of tiie nioblua-vmadium 
alloy systett were obtained Incidental to the determination of the soli* 
dus points. In those InstTOces where the hole In the melting bar did 
not fill laaediattly at the solidus point, the te^erature of the 
specimen was slowly increased until the bar melted in two or liie hole 
filled saffieieatly to destroy the blade body conditions. The tern-
Bk 
fAble 12. Solidus end Htpidms Temperatures 
Alloy 
comfosltioa 
% ib 
tes^ereture li<|ald 
first appesred, ®C, 
f#B^erature th« 
bsar melted in 
two, ®C. 
Sotirce of 
niobium used 
Q 1858 
1861 
10 1765® 
182li 
1838 
Powder 
Powder 
Sheet 
20 17614* 
1813 
1819 
1821 mo 
Powder 
Powder 
Sheet 
Sheet 
1811 
1820 
Sheet 
Sheet 
ho 1807 1812 Sheet 
$0 1821 
182k 
1850^ 
%eet 
Sheet 
Sheet 
60 1859 
186k 18?lt 
Sheet 
Sftieet 
70 1928 
1929 
1926® 
1980 
Sheet 
Sheet 
80 2090 211+0 S^eet 
100 2h21 Powder 
b-«r- «ilt0d out of the hol®j reading is low. 
%h® wilting mm not ©baerred it startedj reading is high, 
®th« feiap brok® r«tlwr thiaa aslted in two. 
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p®rattire «t which the ber «@lted in two ma tsken as an indicstion 
of the liqttidus teaiperetiire, and in ao case was the teaserature at 
•which liquid first appeared ®©|)®r8t«d from this teaperstwe by more 
thea 50®C, la the nesrly flat region of the solidus cwve esseatiallj 
ao differeaee in te.Bfseratar® was noticed betweeai the first appearance 
of liqttid and the point »t whieh the bar melted in two. However, since 
the bars saelted in two so rapidly, the liquidus probably lies very 
little above the solidus throaghoiat aost of the flat region of the 
solidas crave. The actual liquidus points obtained have been listed 
ia ?«M.e 12 and both solidus end liquidtis points h®ve been plotted mi 
th® drawii^ of the fshsse diagraii shown in Figure 6l, 
li, Phyaic&l properties of niobi'aa-'ymMiua allosrs 
A® have be«n gathered froa the preceding discussions, the 
type of niobiom «sed for alloy preparation has & tremendous effect <a» 
the p^sictl properties of niobiaafvaasiiti® alloys. Allf^s mede with 
the niobiua poMer that comtiin over 10 per cent niobium are very 
brittle and difficult to aachin®, drill, or deform without fracturing. 
The 10 per cent niobium alloy could be hamered ulthout fracturing, 
but it couM not be cold rolled aor® thsai a few |jer cent without 
thatteriag. 
On the other hand alioys m^e fro» niobium sheet were very 
mallesble md ee^ to aaohine# AH of the ,wlting bars were drilled 
with & liwber 63 drill with no difficulty and alloys were sampled for 
che.wic®l analysis by jsilling the surfaces of the alloys. Arc melted 
m 
containing 10, and liO per cent niobium (sheet) were stic-
©essM-ly cold rolled to 10 Bill sheet, over a 90 per cent reduction, 
•without serious «dg® cracking md with no mnealing. 
i«a?dn®ss values -were mmmr^ on most of the alloys, both as arc 
aelted and after tnnesling, using a fioelcwell hardness tester with a 
•Brffile" indentor and a 60 kilogram lo®4. Th® Rockwell "A" hardness 
numbers versus th® coaposiiim in weight per cent niobiua heve been 
plotted in Figure 62In all esses the curves have a fist laaxiraum 
and the alloys mad® with poi^iered niobium were considerably harder 
than those m«i® from niobium sheet,, especially in the high niobium 
region., jtonealing seeaed to cause very little change in the hardness 
in aost esses.. 
Since b0"tti niobium and van^iua are corrosion resistant metals, 
several corrosion, tests were made on niobium-vanadium alloys. All of 
the corrosion tests were laade in a sealed stainless steel bomb. Ihe 
alloys were wrapped separately in stainless steel screen, placed in 
the bomb and covered with distilled water} the bomb was then sealed 
by ®e»s of a metal gasket and screw cap. 
The first test was made at 178^0. for 12$ hours, Vanadium and 
alloys containing 5, 10, awl itO per cent niobium were included in 
this test, Sie appearancesof thm corrosion specimens were ai-aost the 
saae after th© test as before the test. Since there was so little 
Chang®, the alloys were put back in the 'bomb and the test at 178°C, 
was continued for ©n Mditlonsl 2S0 hours. Outside of a slight 
greyish surface fila, there was no apparent change in the appearance 
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of th® speclaeBS after this test, fhe weight changes of the specimens 
were within the ©xperiaental error of weighing (0,0003 grams). 
After the test at 178®C. the fila on the specimens wes removed toy 
fine gplMitig* These alloys along with two samples of niobium were 
placed in the ho»b and heated at 250°C, for 50 hoxirs. liceept for the 
veaMium speciaen, nftiich was cohered with a very black film, the alloys 
mre covered Krith a thin, tightly adhering film that was greyish 
colored. The iiO per cent niobium alloy was still shiny in aopeerance 
in certain areas and hai an insigisifieant change in weight. 
Ihe filia was again .reiaoved from the specimens by grinding and 
the speciaeas returned to the bomb. They were heated at 330®C. for 60 
hoars. All of the speciaena were covered with a black film upon the 
conclusion of this test, fh® film on the vanadium specimen and the 
5 per ©ent alloy had started to po-srfer sli^tly, "while the films on 
the other alloys were still quit© intact. 
C3n the basis of these tests, it has been concluded that niobiunt-
vaaaditta alloys have a slew corrosion rate in hot distilled water. It 
appeera that the addition of nioMua to vsnadiy® definitely increases 
the w$ter corrosion resistance of venadiim at temperatures up to 330°G, 
B9 
If. mmAm 
Th® niobiiUB«-tiioriTO aHqys h«re been shoim to belong to a 
TOtectlc tjpe system h^ing no interffledi.8t0 phases, fhe eutectic 
fora^d between niobium md thoi-iua is at about 8 wei#t per cent 
nioMtim. fhe confjositlon of the eutectic was assigned on the basis 
of aetsllographic evidence# Fwther evidence supporting this eutectic 
coa^osltioa was obtained extrspolatiiag the experiaentally determined 
thorium rich liqaidus curve to the eutectic horiaontal. Qa the basis 
of meltii^ bar stMies, thermal an^ysis, and resistance ffleasureraents, 
the eutectic te.B|>®rature has- been found to be about lii3$°C. 
Since no change in the lattice paraiseter of niobium was observed 
upon the addition of thorium, th® soliibiliigr of thorium in solid 
niobium is considered negligible# flta the basis of precision X-rsy 
data, the solubility of niobium in thorium is less than 0.1 per cent, 
Th® extent of solid solubility of niobiuia in thorium is believed to 
less than 1 per cent. Ifetallograbhic examination and the fact that 
a eutectic laelting tesiperature was observed on a 1 per cent niobium 
alloy, support this latter contention. 
HiobluJB lowers -Wie reported oC- ^ trmsforaation temperature 
liiOS^C. of ttooriua slightly. This lowering laight be associated with 
a scavenging effect of niobitm or the formation of a ©utectoid in that 
region of the phase diagraa involving less than 1 per cent niobiua. 
Altho^h no sstcroscopic evidence of a eutectodd structure could be 
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retained ia these alloys the possibility of a eutectoid is not ruled 
omt. 
liotaitia and venadittm have been shown, tgf »ems of laetaLlographic 
©xsmiattioB and X-rsgr studies, to fca-a a complete series of solid 
solutloas. The solidtis curre of the niobiiM-vaneditim alloy system 
ha® 8. long, nearly flsit, aeetion extending from about 10 to 50 per 
eent ntiobiu®. Sie curve passes through a asiniimm at about 35 weight 
per cent niobium md the ainiiMttm tei^erature is approxinately 1805°C« 
IShe liqaidtts eunre lies very close to the solidus curve throughout 
the entire alli^ systea, ]Da no inatsace was a teaperature difference 
of more thm observed between the solidus and the lxc|uiidus for 
the saae alloy# In the region of the aiiniimxia the liquidus curve 
appears to be almost identical with the solidus curve. 
Kiobiua-vgn®dlu« alloys prepared using the niobium potsder were 
brittle and very difficult to aaohine. These alloys could be drilled 
only if they contained less thsa about 30 per cent of this niobium. 
All attests at cold rolling these alloys resulted in the almost iiame-
diate fracture of the speciiwn. On the other hand, niobium-vanadium 
alloys asde using niobium sheet were very easy to ^machine. Holes as 
small as O.OJl of ®n inch were re®3iJy drilled into these alloys. 
The alleys asd® witii the sheet niobium couM be cold rolled to thin 
sheet without ssnealii^ and without serious edge cracking. Reductions 
of over 90 per cent in thickness were readily obtainable on the nlobiu®-
vanodiua alleys made islth niobium sheet. 
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TtoSdiaa snei the aUof^s containing 5, 10, and kO 
per cent niobium wittistaod corrosion tests of 375 hours at 178^0,, 
50 hoars at 250^0., md 60 how® ftt 330^0. "wittiout being seriously 
attacteed. Stoly alter the test at 330^0. were any of the specimens 
coirered with a heevy film, fhe 5 I>er cent niobium elloy was coated 
with a blaek fil» that hid started to powder slightly. The vanadium 
speeinen in this test hM been atticked to about the seme extent as 
the 5 per cent niobim alloy. The reafiiinder of the specimens were 
covered with a tightly adhering, black film. 
Before the experiMotsl work wm started on the niobiuia-thoriufa 
and the niobim-vmaditta alloy aorsteoa, predictions were made on the 
basis of the luae-iothery rules as to the types of phase diagrams to 
be expected for these alloy systems. The niobiu»«thorium alloy 
system was expected to be a euteotic system with very limited solid 
solability with a possibility of interi^iete phase formation. The 
niobiti»~v®n«diuffl system was expected to be a complete series of solid 
solutions. Iftie solidus curve of the niobiuja-vmiidium alloy system was 
expected to pass through « ainiwia. A eosiparison of the predicted 
diagrams and the experiMntally deterained diagrams revealed that both 
alloy ^sterns cms definitely id.thin the scope of the prediction. • 
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